Fall 2021

AS AM 1: INTRO TO ASIAN AM HISTORY
Professor Xiaojian Zhao

AS AM 2: AMERICAN MIGRATION
Professor John S.W. Park

AS AM 79: Introduction to Dramatic Writing
Teaching Associate Tiffany Lytle

AS AM 100FF: SOUTH ASIAN AMERICANS
Professor Sameer Pandya

AS AM 118: ASIAN AMERICANS IN POPULAR CULTURE
Professor Alexander Cho

AS AM 122: ASIAN AMERICAN FICTION
Professor erin Khue Ninh

AS AM 124: COMPARATIVE ETHNIC AMERICAN LITERATURE
Professor erin Khue Ninh

AS AM 131: ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN'S HISTORY
Lecturer Lily Anne Welty Tamai

AS AM 136: ASIAN AMERICANA FAMILIES
Lecturer Jason Stohler

AS AM 175 - THEORY AND METHOD IN ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES
Professor Xiaojian Zhao